
FREE new ReadyRosie  
features added for 2017!
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Summer
Soar

Building a Fort
Want to create a memorable summer for 
your child? Start by making reading together 
an adventure!

Morning Message
Keep a simple record of your summer days 
AND help your child begin to read at 
the same time!

Grasp and Grab
Don't leave those little ones out of the summer 
adventures! Invite them to watch older siblings 
and friends and encourage them to try new skills.

Ten in a Row
We think this card game will become one of 
your summer favorites. Your child won't even 
realize how much math is being learned while 
racing you to Ten in a Row!

WATCH ALL NOW

Summer is here! How can you have a FUN summer AND learn together along the 
way? We’ve got some ideas and we're sure you have wonderful ideas of your own. 
Invite your child to draw or write a list of the things you would like to do together!

This email was sent to darrensmitherman@gmail.com 
why did I get this?    unsubscribe from this list    update subscription preferences 

Education · 1624 Poppy Seed Lane · None · Austin, Tx 78741 · USA 

WEEK #1: Start your family's 
summer learning adventure today!

Summer Soar is the new 
8-week playlist series sent 
out by ReadyRosie to all 

families through the summer 
in English and Spanish. 

Targeted content to prevent summer learning  
loss and increase skills in key areas:

 » Language

 » Literacy

 » Patterns 

 » Mathematical reasoning

 » Social-emotional learning

1 Summer Learning Loss Prevention

Click Here to  
Learn More

http://www.readyrosie.com/summer-soar/
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Think back to the memories we shared at the start of the workshop. We talked about the importance 
of storytelling and sharing books. We are going to take a few minutes to practice ways to enjoy 
stories and books together.

Preview and Predict up to 1:04

There is a children’s book at your table. Look at the book and talk as a group about what questions 
you would ask your child before reading, while reading, and after reading.

1. Ask: Why is it important to talk and ask questions when you are sharing books and stories?

2. Take all answers.

3. Ask: Can we use some of the same ideas for storytelling? Answer: Yes, stop in the middle of a story 
and ask, “what do you think is going to happen next…?”

Summarize the points made and wrap-up by stating that it is important to talk about books and 
stories with your children. It’s good to ask questions:

 » Before you start reading (like you saw in the video).

 » While you are reading.

 » After you are finished reading.

 » Talking about books and sharing stories is important. It opens the world to your children. 
It builds vocabulary, pre-reading skills, bonding, knowledge, visual literacy, comprehension 
listening skills, and participation in the story.

OBJECTIVE

Book and Story Conversations (Think about the questions you 
would ask before reading, while reading, and after reading.) (5 minutes)

DEBRIEF/REFLECT

SUMMARY

PRACTICE

WATCH
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Summarize any key areas not discussed. Knowing how books work is an important pre-literacy skill. 
The video showed a family having fun reinforcing:

1. How books work: right side-up, front to back, and reading left to right.

2. Parts of a book: front/back.

3. Turning pages.

4. Text vs. picture.

5. Title.

6. Letters and words.

7. Author and illustrator.

Let’s talk about some other ways we can enjoy books together. 

How do Books Work? (continued)

SUMMARY

TRANSITION

Literacy Skills Practice
10 minutes
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We are going to take a few minutes to explore what we mean by a “literacy-rich home”. 

1. You are going to work with a partner to draw a quick picture of things you’d find in a literacy-rich home.

2. This is not professional drawing. Use stick figures and rough sketches. It DOES NOT have to be 
anywhere near perfect. 

3. Create and show a really rough sketch on a flipchart or white board so participants see a simple 
model. This could be of a book, two stick figures with music notes in a speech bubble.

4. Tell participants they have two minutes. Have fun. Go.

5. Walk around the room to see what participants are talking about and drawing. Call time after two minutes.

1. Ask: What important literacy skill did you just participate in? Take one or two responses and then 
restate the answer: drawing. Share that drawing and scribbling build fine motor and pre-writing 
skills that children need to be able to write. 

2. Debrief drawing activity by asking participants to share a few things from their drawings. 

3. Acknowledge what participants mentioned and wrap-up by showing                             
and reviewing any key elements that were missed.

A literacy-rich home is filled with:

1. Eating together.

2. Talking together.

3. Storytelling and reminiscing/memory sharing.

4. Singing.

5. Looking at letters, words, signs and print together.

6. Playing with letters and words.

7. Sharing books together.

8. Scribbling, drawing and writing together.

9. Playing together.

10. Doing chores together.

11. Driving together.

12. Going to the park.

13. Running errands together.

We are now going to practice a few important literacy skill builders you can do with your children.

OBJECTIVE

PRACTICE

A Literacy-Rich Home

DEBRIEF/REFLECT

SUMMARY

TRANSITION
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1. Ask: What do you already know about literacy?

2. Ask: What would you like to learn about literacy and your child?

Recap discussion by summarizing key points shared and writing down what participants want to 
learn on a flipchart. Post the filpchart paper at the front of the room and refer back to it during the 
workshop and at the end of the workshop as you cover the items they want to learn about.

Slide 3 Workshop Objectives (continued)

DEBRIEF/REFLECT

SUMMARY

A Literacy-Rich Home Exploration
15 minutes

Share workshop objectives by stating that today we will:

 » Explore what a literacy-rich home environment is and why it is important for school and life success.

 » Practice learning activities that build language and literacy skills .

 » Practice using ReadyRosie, so you know how to access fun literacy games at home.

(Continue slide on next page)

OBJECTIVE

Slide 1
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Welcome families and introduce yourself 

1. Introduce yourself and share why you are excited about facilitating the workshop.

2. Take care of any housekeeping items, such as location of restrooms and announcements.

3. State:

 » This is safe place, we are all learning together. All discussions and things we share are confidential.

 » This is a chance to build community, to connect and learn from each other.

 » Please put your cell phones on vibrate.

 » Where you are in the workshop series.

OBJECTIVE

KEY POINTS

Words Matter! Building a Literacy-Rich Home Environment

Workshop Objectives

Take a moment to think of a favorite story, book, or song from your childhood? Who shared it 
with you? Why did you love it? 

Pair and Share: Introduce yourself to someone at your table and share your memory.

1. Ask: Does anyone want to share their memory or what you learned from your neighbor?

2. Ask: How did your memory make you feel?

Recap discussion by summarizing key points participants shared and then stating:

1. Sharing stories, reading books, singing, and talking together are the building blocks of a 
literacy-rich home in every culture.

2. These activities build important literacy skills, family bonds, and memories.

In today’s session we’ll be exploring these concepts in-depth.

OBJECTIVE

PRACTICE

Warm-up Childhood Memory (5 Minutes)

DEBRIEF/REFLECT

SUMMARY

TRANSITION
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Welcome and Warm-Up
15 minutes

Provide opportunities for families to collaborate and learn from 
peers in these interactive workshops. This two-fold approach 
deepens the learning experience, builds capacity, and inspires 

an ongoing commitment to family learning. 

2 ReadyRosie Family Workshops

Click Here to  
Learn More

PREPLANNED WORKSHOPS 
IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH

Words Matter! Building a  
Literacy-Rich Home Environment

WORKSHOP OVERVIEW
Our words are powerful. In this workshop families embrace the 
importance of home language, biliteracy and creating a reading, 
singing, conversation, and storytelling routine with their children. 
Experiential activities, videos, and discussions give families the tools 
they need to support their child’s language, pre-reading/reading, 

and drawing/writing development. 

REVIEW COPY ONLY

Facilitator’s Guide

,

http://assets.readyrosie.com/PD_HeadStartFamilyFlyer.pdf


More videos specifically addressing self-regulation, decision-making, etc.

Partnership with Second Step to create SEL videos.

3 ReadyRosie Social-Emotional Content



Closed Captioning plus Vietnamese and Arabic Subtitles available!
Additional videos filmed with Arabic-speaking families.

4 Additional Language Options



Teachers make playlists, schedule messages,
and search the video library with ease.

5 New ReadyRosie Share



ADMINISTRATORS

TEACHERS PARENTS

All your user data, resources, and libraries in one easy-to-use location.

6 Improved Data Dashboards for All!



MORE ways to take your ReadyRosie  

implementation further!

Plus
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CONTACT US FOR PRICING

1 The New ReadyRosie Elementary

ReadyRosie has expanded to serve children ages Kindergarten to 3rd grade!
400+ Literacy, Math, and SEL activities modeled in English and  

Spanish delivered weekly to families via text, email, and app.



6 unique workshops specifically built to train teachers  
and schools on how to facilitate stronger family enagement.

2 Professional Development Workshops

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD FLYER

http://assets.readyrosie.com/RR-PD-Flyer.pdf


3 Curriculum Alignments

Let ReadyRosie connect our Modeled Moment videos with your 
school’s curriculum to make it fast and easy to send new playlists.

 2016-2017 Scope and Sequence 
 PREKINDERGARTEN LANGUAGE ARTS AND ESL 

 

 

1st Cycle 
53 Days BOY PK Assessment Window 9/26/2016 - 10/14/2016. Scope and Sequence follows the 9 

themes in Frog Street Press. 
Grading Cycle 1 ends Nov. 4 (53 days). Report cards go home Nov.11, 2016. 
Complete instructional planning information and support are in the HISD Curriculum. Aug. 22 - Nov. 4, 2016 

Unit # of Lessons PK Guidelines 
The student will: 

Unit 1:  
Commitments and 
Routines –The first 
week of school 
commitments and 
routines will be 
established. 
 

Week 1 of 
Instruction: 
Aug. 22 - 26 

5 Days 
 
All guidelines 
found in PK 
Planning Guide 
should be 
taught in an 
integrated 
format across 
the content 
areas.   

Focus guidelines: 
Listening and Comprehension Skills/Language and Communication 
II.A.1. Shows understanding by responding appropriately. 

● ReadyRosie Listening for Sounds 
● ReadyRosie Sequences of Sounds 

 
*II.A.2. Shows understanding by following two-step oral directions and usually 
follows three-step directions. 

● ReadyRosie Listening for Sounds 
● ReadyRosie Sequences of Sounds 

 
II.A.3. Shows understanding of the language being spoken by teachers and peers. 

● ReadyRosie Listening for Sounds 
● ReadyRosie Sequences of Sounds 

 
Speaking (Conversation) Skills/Language and Communication 
II.B.1. Able to use language for different purposes.  

● ReadyRosie Grocery Store Conversation 
● ReadyRosie My Address 

 
*II.B.3. Provides appropriate information for various situations. 

● ReadyRosie Grocery Store Conversation 
● ReadyRosie My Address 

 
II.B.4. Demonstrates knowledge of verbal conversational rules. 

● ReadyRosie Taking Turns 
 
II.B.5. Demonstrates knowledge of nonverbal conversational rules.  

● ReadyRosie Funny Faces 
 
Speech Production Skills/Language and Communication 
II.C.1. Speech is understood by both the teacher and other adults in the school. 

● ReadyRosie Mirror, Mirror 
 

Vocabulary Skills/Language and Communication 
II.D.1. Uses a wide variety of words to label and describe people, places, things, and 
actions. 

● ReadyRosie Pantry Talk Descriptions 
● ReadyRosie Mystery Bag 
● ReadyRosie Silent Opposites 
● ReadyRosie What’s the Opposite 

CONTACT US FOR PRICING



Questions?
Contact your support manager to learn more.

Email: info@readyrosie.com  |  Phone: 940-243-5300




